Sex-obsessed Cho Hired Escort Service before Virginia Tech Rampage
“It would be very odd now to find a serial murderer who is not fueled by pornography”, says
expert
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Blacksburg, Virginia, - A new report indicates Virginia Tech butcher Seung-Hui Cho hired an
“escort service” a month before he turned the gun-free campus into a bloody slaughterhouse,
and adds to the emerging picture of a young man deranged by uncontrollable pornographic
fantasies. According to local WSLS News channel 10, Cho paid for the performing talents of
Chastity Frye, who met him at a Valley View motel, where she exhibited herself before a
reticent, lackluster Cho.
"I danced for a little while and I thought we were done because he got up and went to the
restroom and began washing,” Frye told News Channel 10. “And I said, 'well, do you want me
to go? I'm going to go ahead and go'. And he's like, 'I paid for the full hour, you've only been
here for 15 minutes,' and then he came back in the room. And I started dancing and that's
when he you know, touched me and tried to get on me and that's when I pushed him away.”
FBI agents tracked down Frye last weekend through Cho's credit card receipt and asked her
questions about her encounter with him. Frye described Cho as “dorky” and “maybe timid and
pushy”, especially toward the end of their meeting. Cho’s request for “escort services” and
frustrated attempt at a sexual encounter combined with a pornographic addiction show how his
mind was dangerously overloaded with sexual fantasies fueling his insane rage, frustration,
and lack of self-worth.
Dr. Judith Reisman, one of the foremost experts on the insidious effect of pornography and its
relationship to violent crime, told LifeSiteNews.com that Cho’s behavior fits a “pornography
users profile. Pornography triggers a broad spectrum of emotionally crippling beliefs and
behaviors. It always has, it always will,” said Reisman regarding Cho’s history of mental illness.
“His roommate said the killer was on his computer all day and all night - he was a loner. He

was clearly fueling his sexual and violent fantasies with the sexual and violent images he was
retrieving. It would be very odd now to find a serial murderer who is not fueled by pornography.
Law enforcement records confirm that,” Reisman continued, adding that hundreds of such
cases were alone documented by Vernon J. Geberth, Former Commander, NYPD, Bronx
Homicide.
“In our current erototoxic environment certainly rapists, child molesters, “thrill” killers are fueled
by pornography,” said Reisman. “I would guarantee that a serious investigation would locate
pornography among almost all if not all kid killers and serial killers.”
According to Reisman, pornography is a common factor shared by mass murdering students in
US schools. In 1997, Michael Carneal, 14, opened fire on a group of praying Christian students
at his high school in Paducah, Kentucky killing 3 girls, and severely wounding 5 others. Police
records show Carneal’s computer was filled with pornography, especially “teenage”
pornography. The 1999 Columbine killers, Dylan Klebold and Eric Harris, were reported to
have used some kinds of pornography as well.
“Since children are now commonly exposed to pornography of the most raw and violent nature
before they reach their teens, expect such violence to be common fare,” warned Reisman.
“Just as male and female teachers, principals, doctors, professors, police, judges, coaches,
clergy, etc are dropping out of the trees and into jailhouses now for child sexual abuse, only
the very young can believe we have always lived this way.”
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